INTRODUCTION
A NEURAL network in which there is excitatory and inhibitory interaction among neighboring units has been proposed as a model of human pattern vision and used, with some success, to explain such phenomena as the appearance of Mach bands and contrast sensitivity with periodic patterns (B&&Y, 1960 and RATLWF, 1965 , for example). The network's response is a two-dimensional transformation of the stimulus luminance pattern and is assumed to correspond to the perceived appearance of the pattern. A model of this kind implies that pattern vision is a function of a single neural network, and hence a single transfomation of the stimulus pattern. For this reason we will call it a single-chunnel model. A single-channel model of some kind underlies all attempts to characterize spatial interactions in human vision by a single modulation transfer function, or equivalently, a single spread function.
Recently CAMPBELL and ROBSON (1968) have suggested a multiple-channels model of pattern vision. This model assumes that many channels simultaneously process the stimulus and that each channel is selectively sensitive to a different narrow range of spatial frequencies. Very roughly, being sensitive to a narrow range of spatial frequencies means responding best to a particular size of element in the pattern; a more precise definition of spatial frequency is given below.
The study reported here compares the predictions of single-and multiple-channels models to results from a psychophysical pattern-detection experiment. The patterns were gratings in.which the luminance along any vertical line is constant and the luminance in the horizontal direction varies according to some periodic function. Figure 1 shows two examples of such gratings, along with the functions relating luminance to horizontal distance in each of the two gratings. In the left example, the function is a sinusoid added to a constant luminance (the mean luminance). In the right example, the function is the sum of two sinusoids added to a constant luminance. For gratings such as these, spatial frequency is easily defined: the spatial frequencies contained in a pattern are the frequencies (cycles/ unit distance) of the sinusoids that compose the function relating luminance to horizontal distance. Thus, in the left pattern of Figure 1 , there is one spatial frequency. In the right pattern of Fig. 1 , there are two spatial frequencies whose ratio is 3: 1. (The choice of this ratio of frequencies will be discussed later.) The amount of a component sinusoid at a particular frequency will be expressed by its contrast, where contrast is defined as one half the difference between the maximum and minimum luminances due to that sinusoid, divided by the mean luminance. Thus, in the right pattern of Fig. 1 , the contrast at the lower frequency is somewhat greater than the contrast at the higher frequency.
Patterns in this study either contained two sinusoidal components whose frequencies were in a 3 : 1 ratio (fand 3f), or they contained only one of the components alone (at for at 3f).
The former will be referred to as complex gratings, the latter as simple gratings. In the lefthand coluhn of Fig. 2 are shown functions relating luminance to horizontal distance in examples of simple and complex gratings. Two forms of complex gratings differing only in phase were used in our experiments: In the peuks-a~~ form (row 4), the relative phase of the two component sinusoids was such that the peaks of the sinusoid atfare superimposed on peaks of the sinusoid at 3fi in the peaks-subtract form (row 3), the peaks of the sinusoid at f are superimposed on troughs of the sinusoid at 3f. The last two columns of Fig. 2 show the responses predicted by the two models for the patterns just described. In the single-channel model, the response to a grating containing both component sinusoids wiil differ from the response to either component alone. In fact, with the assumptions of linearity and symmetry usually made, the response to a grating
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RG. 2. Four grating patterns and the responses to them predicted by the single~hannel and multiple-channels models.
Z&r colunm. Functions relating luminance to horizontal distance in two simple gratings (one of frequency three times the other, each at threshold contrast) and two complex gratings (combinations of the above simple gratings in two different phases). The broken lines in rows 3 and 4 indicate the sinusoidal components of the complex gratings (peaks-add phase in row 4, peaks-subtract phase in row 3).
Middle column. Function relating response magnitude to distance, according to the singlechannel model. [ facingpage 252 containing both f and 3f is the sum of the responses to the two component sinusoids (which responses are themselves sinusoidal) plus a constant determined by the average luminance. To derive the predictions of the single-channel model for contrast thresholds, some assumption must be made about the criterion for the detection of a pattern. We make the customary assumption that a pattern is detected whenever the largest peak-to-trough difference in the response (or equivalently for these patterns, the largest peak-to-mean difference in the response) is at least as large as a threshold value, t.
Assume that the two simple gratings of Fig. 2 , column 1 are equally and barely detectable. Then, according to the single-channel model, the response to both of them must contain the same peak-to-trough difference, t. On the other hand, in the responses to the two complex gratings, the peak-to-trough difference is unequal, but greater than r in both cases. In fact, for the peaks-add form of grating shown, the peak-to-trough difference in the response is twice the threshold value. To adjust the pattern to threshold (while holding the ratio of contrasts in the two components constant), the contrast in each component must be reduced by a factor of two. In general, according to the single-channel model, the peak-to-trough difference in the response to a peaks-add combination of sinusoids at f and 3f is the sum of the peak-to-trough differences in the responses to the individual components. Thus, for a just-detectable grating of the peaks-add variety,
(1)
where FY and KY are the contrasts of the f and 3f components in the complex grating at 0 -threshold and C, and CSfo are the threshold contrasts for the simple gratings.
In the peaks-subtract form of complex grating shown in Fig. 2 , row 3, the peak-to-trough difference in the single-channel response is 1.4 times the threshold amount. In general, the magnitude of this difference in the response to peaks-subtract combinations depends on the ratio of contrasts in the components; however, for a large range of ratios, the peak-to-trough difference is substantially less than for the peaks-add combinations. In short, according to the single-channel model, (1) a pattern containing both components will be detectable even though the contrast in each component is substantially below its threshold value when presented alone and (2) the phase in which the two components are added markedly affects the detectability of the combination. Now consider the multiple-channels model. It postulates the existence of many channels, each sensitive to only a small range of spatial frequencies. If the bandwidth of each channel is sufficiently narrow, no channel will be sensitive to both frequencies f and 3f. Responses of three of the channels postulated by this model are shown in Fig. 2 , last column: the one that is the most sensitive to f (channel a); the one that is the most sensitive to 3f(channel c);
and one of those that is not at all sensitive to eitherf or 3f (channel b).Z As the figure shows, the response in each individual channel to a complex pattern containing sinusoids at f and 3f will be identical to the response of that channel to a simple grating containing one of the sinusoids alone. Note that the phase between the two components does not affect the response of any of the channels shown.
We will assume that a pattern is detected when at least one of the channels contains a ' Channel b is shown in the figure simply to emphasize that there exist channels other than those that respond to a particular value of fand of 3j peak-to-trough difference at least as large as a threshold value. Thus, all four patterns of Fig. 2 are detectable according to the multiple-channels model, Now, if the contrast in both components is reduced slightly in either of the complex gratings, the yak-to-trough difference in the response of every channel will be below threshold magnitude. To make precise predictions about the threshold contrasts for complex gratings, we need to know what the correlation is between the noise in the outputs of the different channels. For example, let us assume that the noise is perfectly correlated. Then when the contrast of each component in a complex grating is reduced siightgy below threshold for the corresponding simple grating, the pattern as a whoie will also be befow threshold. (If the noise in the different channeis were completely independent, the presence of two components in the pattern would reduce the threshold because of probability summation.) Thus the bottom two patterns shown in Fig. 2 are exactly at threshold according to a c~~re~u~ed-n~~se version of a m~itipie-channels model. In general, according to this model, a pattern containing two components of different frequencies will be at threshold if, and only if, one of the components is at its own t~sho~d contrast, regardless either of the phase between ~om~nents or of the contrast in the other component, provided it is below threshold.
CAMPBELL and ROBSON (1964) briefly report an experiment similar to our own. They state, "When a second harmonic was added to a sine-wave grating (in any phase relation), it appeared to be deteeted independently". We chose to use components whose frequencies were in a ratio of 3 : I because (a) they are fess iikeiy to fall within the effective bandwidth of any one channet, if the muI&channel model is correct, and (b) they give rise to larger phasedependent response differences, if the single-channel model is correct.
METHODS
The $eneraf method of generating patterns on the face of a CRT has been described by CAMPB~,~. and GREEN (1955) . To produce a sinusoid& huninance variation at spatial frequency X the output of a freerunning oscillator (General Radio 1309-A) was used to modulate the intensity of the CRTs electron beam, as well as to synchronixe its sweep, The same signal also served to synchronize another function generator (Wavetek Model 116) in both frequency and phase. This second generator produced a square-wave signal whose frequency was exactly the same as that of the input signal, and whose relative phase could be set by the experimenter. A third oscillator (General Radio 1310-A) was synchronized in frquency and phase to the third harmonic in the square wave, giving rise to a signal which could be used to produce sinusoidat luminance variation on the CRT at frequency 3$ The contrast of the pattern was varied and also recorded by means of a recording attenuator (OrasonStadler). At all times during a session, whether or not there was a pattern present, the mean luminance of the CRT face was constant at 3 ft-L, except in experimental sessions withf = 1.8 cycles/de& when it was 5 ft-L. The CRT had a P31 phosphor, and thus looked yellowish-green in color.
The edges of the CRT screen were masked, exposing a rectangular area which at the viewing distance of 103 cm, subtended 4.8 by 4-4 deg of visual angle (except that, in the conditions where the lower frequeucy was X)*9 or l-8 cy&s/deg, the whote screen of approximately 6' dia. was exposed). To help the subject maintain fixation and accomodation, diagonal cross-hairs were placed just in front of the screen, The subject viewed the screen through an artificial pupil 1.5 mm dia. while biting on a dental impression board to hold his head in position.
Procedure
In each experimental session, the lower frequency, fr was set at one of seven values ranging from 0.9 to 63 cyctesjdeg. For each vahre ofJ contrast threshofds were measured for the two simpb gratings of frequency fand 3frespectivety, and for the two forms (peaks-add and Saks-subtr~t) of compiex gratings. During each threshold determination with either complex grating, the ration of contrast atf, C,, to contrast at ?f Cs,, was kept constant at one of three values: l/2,1 or 2 times theratio of the threshold contrasts for the corresponding simple gratings. That is, ---T (C&+,,) + (C,"/C3, ) = l/2, 1, or 2.
At the start of each experimental session, preliminary estimates of z';band m(threshold contrasts for the simple gratings) were obtained for the purpose of setting the desired ratios of C, to C,,. Contrast thresholds for the simple gratings were redetermined during the experimental session proper, along with those for the complex gratings. Contrast thresholds were determined by two psychophysical procedures, (a) adjustment and (b) temporal forced-choice staircase. Thresholds for gratings at two values off were measured by both methods; the rest were measured only by one or the other.
In the adjustment procedure, the observer varied the contrast until he could "'just see a pattern" by pushing one button to increase and one to decrease the contrast. The initial contrast for each adjustment was chosen randomly from a set spanning two log units. As long as the subject held a button down, the contrast of the pattern changed at the rate of 0.4 log unit/set. Each adjustment to threshold took between 5 and 20 sec. When the adjustment procedure was used, thresholds for each of the grating patterns at a particular value offwere ail measured within one session; each pattern's threshold was determined between ten and 12 times, depending on how many adjustments could be comfortably made in that session (with the exception noted below for f = 2-7 cycles/deg).
In the temporal forced-choice staircase procedure, a staircase consisted of 40 5-see trials. Each trial contained two intervals, signalled by clicks. The pattern was presented for 750 msec during one of these two intervals chosen at random. The subject responded by pushing one of two buttons to indicate which interval he thought contained the pattern. If he was correct, a tone was sounded. The contrast in the pattern varied from trial to trial in the staircase by the following rule: decrease the contrast one step if the subject has just been correct twice in a row at the present contrast level; increase the contrast one step whenever he has been incorrect. One step represented a change of contrast by a factor of 1.26 (O-1 log unit), except that, because of a peculiarity in the construction of the recording attenuator, a step which was opposite in direction to the one preceding it represented a change by a factor of l-12 (OG5 log unit).
A threshold estimate was obtained from each staircase by taking the mean of the log contrast values for those trials after which the direction of contrast change was reversed. When the forced-choice procedure was used, the threshold for each pattern was determined six times, twice on each of 3 days (except for f = 2.7 cycles/deg). Forf = 2.7 cyclesldeg, seven staircase and nine adjustment determinations of the thresholds for each pattern were intermixed over five sessions.
At the beginning of each session, the observer was dark adapted for at least 5 min, and then adapted to the mean huninance of that session for at least 1 min before any observations were made.
RESULTS
----The results are summarized in Fig. 3 .The coordinates are C,/C,O and C,,/C,,", namely the contrast of each component in a complex grating at detection threshold, relative to the threshold contrast of the corresponding simple grating.j In plotting the results, the values of p and Cjfo were taken to be those obtained in the body of the experiment rather than the preliminary estimates used for setting the ratios of C, to C,,. Consequently, the ratio of the coordinates of each plotted point is not necessarily l/2, 1 or 2. Thresholds for peaks-add patterns are indicated by capital letters; thresholds for peaks-subtract patterns are indicated by small letters. For each point, the frequency, the subject, the procedure and the number of determinations that entered into the plotted average threshold are given in the figure legend. The standard error of the mean of each average threshold was between 4 l/2 per cent (0.02 log units) and 20 per cent (0.08 log units) with an average of 10 per cent (O-04 log units).4
Also plotted in Fig. 3 are the outcomes of this experiment predicted by the singlechannel and multiple-channels models. On the single-channel model, thresholds for the ' The actual values of contrast thresholds for simple gratings are not important for the purpose of this study and so are not reported in detail. The values for subject JK, when plotted against frequency, form a contrast sensitivity curve similar to those presented by CAMPBELL and ROBWN (1968) in their Fig. 3 . The minimum value of threshold contrast was 0.44 per cent and occurred at 3.6 cycles/deg. ' It should be emphasized that although the results are displayed in Fig. 3 on linear coordinates for ease of comparison with the models' predictions, all sample statistics, such as means and standard errors, were computed on the logarithms of the estimated values of threshold contrasts. We performed the logarithmic transformation primarily in order to satisfy the assumptions of normality and equal variance required by our statistical tests. Nevertheless, for a portion of our results we did calculate sample statistics in terms of both contrast and log contrast. Both methods of calculation led to the same conclusions. ----peaks-add patterns should lie along the diagonal line, (C,/C,O) + (C,,/C,,o) = I, and thresholds for peaks-subtract patterns should lie along the dotted curve. According to the correlated-noise version of the m~tiple-~hanneIs model, thresholds for all complex gratings ----should lie along the top and right edges of the square (either C,lC,0 or C3f/CJ,o equals 1.0 when the other ratio is less than or equal to 1.0). It is apparent that the multiple-channels model fits the experimental results much better than does the single-channel model. There do not appear to be any consistent differences in the results that can be attributed to differences of absolute spatial frequency, mean luminance, psychophysical procedure, or subjects. Therefore, the results from all the experiments represented in Fig. 3 will be considered together.
The predictions of the two models were also evaluated statistically by means of f-tests. The differences were calculated between the average log threshold contrasts for each pair of complex gratings that differed only in phase. According to the single-channel model, the threshold of the peaks-subtract form should be at least 30 per cent (or l/8 of a log unit) larger than the threshold for the peak-add form, for pairs of gratings in which the ratio of relative contrast of 3fto relative contrast at f, (C&',lo) + (C,/C,O), is between l/4 and 1. (When this ratio lies outside the range, the predicted difference is less, and so more like the multiple-channels predictions.) Of the 15 pairs of patterns whose contrast fell within this range, 13 yielded differences in threshold that were significantly smaller than the predicted minimum value of 30 per cent (at the O-05 level of conhdence, one-tailed test). Thus the expectation of greater detec~~i~ of peaks-add than of peaks-subtract patterns, based on the single-channel model, is not supported. On the other hand, the multiple-channels model predicts that complex gratings differing only in phase will be equally detectable. Twenty-four of the 27 differences were not significantly different from zero (at the 0.05 level, two-tailed test). Three exceptions out of 27 are not unexpected at the O-05 level. These results are therefore consistent with the multiple-channels model.
----The single-chapel model predicts a linear relation between C,tC,O and C,,/C,,o for peaks-add patterns : ec s='+&f=l.
Cf" GfO
In Fig. 3 it is quite clear that the peaks-add points do not lie on the diagonal. As might be expected, all peaks-add patterns produced values of S significantly greater than one, according to a f-test incorporating an approximate estimate of the variance of S.
----All points in Fig. 3 lie near the lines C,/Cfo = 1 and C,,/C,fo = 1, predicted by the multiple-channels model. More precisely, the lines lie within the 95 per cent confidence intervals around the larger coordinates of each of the 54 points, with the exception of only three points. (For these three patterns, the larger coordinates were actually si~ifi~ntly greater than 1 *O.) Overall, the fit of the multiple-channels model seems satisfactory.5 DISCUSSION As was discussed in detail in the introduction, a single-channel model of pattern vision predicts that the phase between two components in a complex pattern will affect the detectability of that pattern; also, in many cases, complex patterns should be detectable even though the contrast in each component is substantially below the threshold contrast for that component presented alone. A multiple-channels model predicts insensitivity to phase between components. In addition, according to the correlated-noise version of the multiplechannels model, a complex pattern (containing two quite different frequencies) will be 'The scatter of points in Fig. 3 actuaily is not as bad as might appear at first glance. Note that the points are plotted on linear, rather than on logarithmic coordinates. Also, recall that the lines predicted by the multiple-channels models lie within the 95 per cent confidence intervals of 51 out of 54 points. Furthermore, the average of the standard errors on which these confidence intervals are baaed is only O-04 log unit (10 per cent), not an uncommonly large value for this type of psychophysical measurement.
NORMA GRAHAM AM, JACOB NACHMLM detectable if and only if the contrast in at least one of the components is at or above the threshold for that component presented alone.
In this study, we tested the models by measuring contrast thresholds for patterns containing two sinusoidal components, one of frequency three times the other, added in two different phase relations. Our results clearly contradict the single-channel model and Support the multiple-channels model. Results from the patterns containing a particular lower frequency f can only provide evidence for the existence of two channels, but the results from all frequencies tested argue for the existence of at least three and probably more channels in the 6" central area of retina stimulated.
In order to derive exact predictions from the two models, we adopted some additional assumptions about their other properties. We must now consider whether our conclusions about the models are critically dependent upon these auxiliary assumptions. For example, in the case of the single-channel model, we assumed linearity, at least for near-threshold contrasts. Conceivably by abandoning this particular assumption in favor of some other one the single-channel model could be made to account for our results. (However, we have not discovered such an assumption.) On the other hand, our results cannot be taken to support the correlated noise version of the multiple-channels model in particular. If the noise in the several channels were not perfectly correlated, then the predicted function, when plotted on the coordinates of Fig. 3 , would have a rounded, rather than a sharp corner on the upper right. The extent of rounding would depend upon the amount of noise and the extent of its correlation. Clearly our results are compatible with a predicted function which has a moderately rounded corner.
Previous studies (BLAKEMORE and CAMPBELL, 1969 ; PANTLE and SEKULER, 1968) have shown that looking at a high-contrast grating of one spatial frequency will raise the contrast threshold for gratings of that and similar frequencies, but will not affect the contrast threshold for gratings of very different frequencies. This evidence strongly implies that channels selectively sensitive to different narrow ranges of spatial frequencies exist at some level in the visual system. However, this evidence does not show that these channels act separately in the detection of patterns containing more than one frequency. It is conceivable that separately adaptable channels exist in the visual system, but that their outputs combine before the level where detection of complex patterns is determined. CAMPBELL and ROBSON (1968) suggested that the outputs of these channels are actually detected separately. As evidence for this suggestion, they reported thresholds for the detection of sinusoidal, square-wave and other periodic gratings, as well as thresholds for discrimination between sine-and square-wave gratings. Unfortunately, the difference between the two models' predictions for such patterns is appreciable only for patterns of low spatial frequency. And in that Iow-frequency range, Campbell and Robson's results are not well fit by either the single-channel or multiple-channels models. The results of the present study are consistent with the multiplechannel model for detection and contradict the single-channel model. Thus this study supports the hypothesis that channels exist in the visual system that are selectively sensitive to different narrow ranges of spatial frequency and that these channels act separately in the detection of compIex patterns.
Another piece of evidence supporting the hypothesis of separate channels comes from a study by NACHWIAS, SACHS and ROBSON (1969) . They obtained concurrently the psychometric functions for simple and for complex gratings, the relative frequency of whole components was varied over a wide range. Their aim was to test the hypothesis that the two components of a complex grating can be detected independently. When the two components differ enough in frequency to be detected only by separate channels, this hypothesis follows from a multiple-channels model in which the variability in the different channels is completely uncorrelated. The hypothesis was supported for complex gratings in which the component frequencies differed by a factor of at least 2, and rejected for complex gratings in which the frequencies differed by a factor of 1.25.
